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Abstract: Extreme nonlinearity and exhibition of severe interaction effects of multivariable pH processes 

makes it an appropriate test bed for evaluation of advanced controllers. This paper studies different 

multiple model methods for Generalized Predictive Control using Independent Model approach (GPCI) 

with adaptive weighting matrices. New method for adaptive determination of weighting matrices, 

proposed in this paper. Simulation results via typical multivariable pH process demonstrate the 

effectiveness and validity of the method. Different multiple model methods using adaptive weighting 

matrices compared with each other. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

pH neutralization process is a complex system with high 

nonlinearity, uncertainty in model and presence of 

unmeasured disturbances. Exhibition of severe interaction 

effects of multivariable pH processes makes it more difficult 

to control. pH process is widely used in chemical plants, 

neutralization of wastewater, biotechnological processes and 

precipitation (Yeo and Kwon, 1999). 

A typical multivariable pH neutralization process is 

introduced in Hall and Seborg (1989). There are a great 

number of research in recent years (Peymani et al., 2008a, b; 

Mahmoodi et al., 2009; Elarafi and Hisham, 2008), which 

deal with pH control approaches. However, most of these 

strategies are targeted single input single output (SISO) pH 

processes and not much has been devoted to multivariable pH 

processes. 

Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) method was proposed 

by Clarke et al. (Clarke et al., 1987a, b) and has become one 

of the widely used Model Predictive Control (MPC) methods 

in both industry and academia. In this paper, we use a 

multivariable GPC algorithm based on the Independent 

Model (IM) approach (Rossiter, 2005) where state-space 

model is used. In this work, we decide to adaptively 

determine the weighting matrices of GPCI. 

Multiple Model Control (MMC) strategy is offered in dealing 

with highly nonlinear systems and systems with wide range 

of operating, to have good performance of a controller. 

Multiple model methods are applied to a broad class of 

control schemes (Narendra et al. 1995; Narendra and 

Balakrishnan, 1997). The main idea in multiple model 

methods is modelling the overall nonlinear system by a set of 

linear models. Each of these linear models is acceptable in 

some area of appertaining. Then with some criterion, a 

supervisor chooses the best model and its appropriate 

controller. There are two choices in dealing with model 

combination, one is switching and another one is weighting. 

Also, there are two model selection approaches; using error 

between the output of models and real output as criterion or 

using the value of output of models, directly. This method is 

look like the gain scheduling (Elarafi et al., 2003). In this 

paper, the latter multiple model method is used to improve 

the performance of GPCI in dealing with high nonlinear 

systems such as pH process. 

This paper is organized as follows.  In section 2, the GPCI 

method is introduced. Section 3, deals with multiple model 

GPCI. In section 4, after introducing a multivariable pH 

process, an identification approach is used to demonstrate 

some useful information about the properties of this nonlinear 

system. Then, proposed methods tested via the pH process 

model. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper. 

2. STATE-SPACE GPCI ALGORITHM 

A multivariable GPCI algorithm based on an independent 

model in state-space configuration is introduced in Rossiter 

(2005). Here a brief review of this method is presented. 

Consider the state-space model as:  ����� = ���� + 	
�                                                               (1) ��� = ��� 

where, �� denotes the model state vector, �� is the model 

output, 
 denotes the process input and �, 	,  are the 

matrices defining the state-space model. Independent Model 

(IM) is a process model such as (1) which operates 

simultaneously with the real process using the same inputs as 

shown in Fig.1. In this figure, � denotes the process output 
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and �� is the IM output. Clearly, the advantage of using IM in 

state-space model is that an observer is not required. 

Process

IM

y
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Fig. 1. Independent model (IM). 

To have zero steady-state error a cost function is chosen as 

shown in (2), � = ��� − ������� − ���� + �
�� − 
�������
�� − 
������                   (2) 

where �� is the vector of future values of � and 
�� is the 

steady-state input. � and � are the weighting matrices which 

have an effective influence in the loci of the closed loop 

poles. As it has mentioned above, adaptive tuning of these 

matrices is an idea in this paper. To make use of the cost 

function (2), the appropriate prediction equation would be as: �� = ��� + � 
�� +���� − ����                                                 (3) ���� − ���� is bias correction term. �, � and � are matrices 

that can be easily calculated. Constructing the vector of 

future predictions up to output horizon �� gives: 

 !!
" �#$ + 1&�#$ + 2&⋮�)$ + ��*+,,

-
.///0///12

= 3 ��4⋮�56
7./0/18

��#$& + 3 	 0 ⋯�	 	 ⋯⋮ ⋮ ⋮�56;�	 �56;4	 ⋯ 7.////////0////////1<
 

                               × 3 
#$&
#$ + 1&⋮
#$ + �> − 1&7.////0////1?
+ 311⋮17@A

B#$&                (4) 

where �� denotes the output horizon. Now the steady-state 

inputs are estimated as (5) 
�� = C × #� − B&, B = � − ��, C = ##D − �&;�	&;�     (5) 

Substituting prediction equation (4) and steady-state relations 

(5) in the cost function and some easy mathematic 

calculations, yields to optimal control law as: 
= −E�� + �F#� − B&  E = G;�H�, �F = −G;�H4, G = ���� + �                         (6) H� = ����, H4 = −���� − �C 

3. MULTIPLE MODEL GPCI 

Pperformance of a single controller can be improved by using 

multiple model methods. The main idea in multiple model 

methods is modelling the overall system by a set of linear 

models in different operating points. Each of these models is 

acceptable in its own area of appertaining. For each model, 

an appropriate controller is designed. There are two choices 

in dealing with multiple model approach in style of using 

models and controllers, one is switching and another one is 

weighting. 

3.1  Switching Multiple Model GPCI 

In the switching multiple model control approach, the best 

model is selected in each sampling time according to a 

criterion and the controller switches to the controller of this 

model. For this purpose, supervisor uses the error between 

models outputs and real output of the process to calculate the 

following performance index (Peymani et al., 2008a, b): � = IJ#K&4 + L ∑ N�J#K − $&4O�P�                                        (7) α, β, M > 0 , 0 < N < 1  

The new model will be used if �V < ℎ × �X  and ℎ > 1, where 	 and � point to the current best model and the current active 

model respectively. Hysteresis parameter h  is used to avoid 

oscillation. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of switching 

multiple model GPCI. �Y  blocks are high-pass filters to 

eliminate biases. 

 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of switching multiple model GPCI. 

3.2  Weighting Multiple Model GPCI 

In this method the criterion is the value of the output. In each 

sample time, all of the controllers are used and all control 

signals for each controller are calculated. Then by using some 

weights for each one, the control signal is calculated as the 

sum of all these weighted signals: 
 = ∑ Z[\[P� 
[  , ∑ Z[\[P� = 1                                               (8) 

where ] denotes the number of models. The weight is 

determined according to output error of the models or output 

value of the plant. Many choices in this case for choosing the 

weights are possible like probabilistic, deterministic or fuzzy 

weighting (Shamsoddinlou, et al., 2009). 

4. MULTIPLE MODEL CONTROL of MIMO pH 

PROCESS 

In this section, a typical multivariable pH process (Hall and 

Seborg, 1989; Nie et al., 1996) is described in some details. 

Then, some important properties of this system is 

investigated through some system identification tests. Finally 

the proposed method is explained and applied to this system 

and compared with each other. 

4.1  System Description  

Here, a typical multivariable pH process is described. pH is a 

measurement of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution 

containing water. Mathematically it is defined as the negative 

decimal logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration ���� in 

the solution (Nie et al., 1996). A multivariable pH 

neutralization process is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Using the chemical equations, the static titration curve 

(Peymani et al., 2008a, b) can be described as a fourth-order 

polynomial as: 
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����^ + ����_#E`� − ab&  + ����4)E`�#E`4 − a` − ab&* +���� c−E`�)Ed + E`4#a` + 2ab&*e − #E`�E`4Ed& = 0       (9)                                      

abaaa WWF ,,

bbbab WWF ,,

bfbbfabf WWF ,,

ebaee WWF ,,
pH

h

 

Fig. 3. Neutralization process with two-output variables. 

The definition of the parameters of this system can be found 

in (Nie et al, 1996). Equation (9) can be solved with respect 

to ����. When the positive real value is taken, the pH value 

is: f� = − ghi�j����                                                             (10) 

The relationship between a` and ab  and pH defined by (9) is 

referred to as the titration function. Fig. 4 shows explicitly 

how the pH is defined as a ratio of " a` ab⁄ ". The dynamic 

equations of the system are defined as: mnmo = �X )−p√ℎ + r̀ + rb + rbY*  mdsmo = �Xn )#a`` − a`&r̀ t + #ab` − a`&rb  

           t+)abY` − a`*rbY*                                      #11&                                                                        mdumo =  �Xn )#a`b − ab&r̀ + #abb − ab&rb t                 t+)abYb − ab*rbY* 

 

Fig. 4.  Titration curve for the pH neutralization system. 

 

Fig. 5.  Minor nonlinearity in Level channel. 

Fig. 5 shows that nonlinearity in level channel is negligible 

so it can be estimated as a linear plant. But, nonlinearity in 

pH channel is extremely high. By this observation, we will 

use a fixed linear model for level channel. 

4.2 System Identification 

Using linear identification methods in different operating 

points the following results are derived: 

• Although pH system is a 3 states plant, but it can be 

modelled by a First Order Pulse Dead Time (FOPDT) 

linear model at each operating points with sufficient 

accuracy:           f�� = `vvw;bv �xyz� + `v{w;bv 	|}J� + `v~w;bv 	
��J��             h� = �{v�;�{ Acid� + �{{�;�{ Base� + �{~�;�{ Buffer�           (12) 

• Each of the inputs has the same effect on level. Test 

results support this fact. So |�� = |�4 = |�_. 

• Consider level to be constant, variation in pH causes: 

o No significant change in ��, |4�, |44, |4_ and �4. 

o Extreme changes in |��, |�4 and |�_. 

• Consider pH to be constant, variation in level causes 

o |��, |�4, |�_ and �� have small changes. It is 

known that when the liquid in a Continuously 

Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) rises the process will 

be slowed down and thus �� is increased, even 

though low frequency gain has no noticeable 

change.  

o There is a little change in |4�, |44, |4_ and �4 with 

similar reasoning. 

• Changes in buffer rate has extreme effects in |��, |�4 

and |�_ . As a result the low frequency gain changes 

drastically. 

Using the above rules and identification tests at the operating 

points, the model for operating point pH = 7.7 & h= 16 is 

achieved as: 

� f�#$&�J�Jg#$&� = �#�& ��xyz#$&	|}J#$&�                                          (13) 

�#�& = �i��#�& i�4#�&i4�#�& i44#�&� = � ;j.��w;j.�� j.���w;j.��j.j��w;j.�^� j.j��w;j.�^�
�  

Note that the sample time is 10 sec. Using (13), RGA 

approach shows that there is a sever interaction between 

channels: 

� = �#0&∗. )�;�#0&*� = �0.505 0.4950.495 0.505£                        (14) 

In order to test applicability of control methods on a real 

plant, 20 seconds delay time is added in pH channel and 

random noise with variance of 1.5e-3 in pH channel and 

variance 5e-3 in level channel is added. The sample time is 

computed as: 
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¤ = ¥|�)0.1 ¥y�)¦§* , 0.5¥y� #¨§&*                              (15)  

where, ¦§ is time constant of models and ¨§ is time delay of 

models (Elarafi et al., 2003). 

4.2 Multiple Model GPCI with Adaptive Weighting Matrices 

for Multivariable pH Process 

In this section, all of mentioned multiple methods are tested 

via described pH system. Fig. 6 shows the slop of titration 

curve according to base input versus pH value where rbY =0.55 ¥g. };�. We choose two regions with two models 

showed in it. 

 

Fig. 6.  Areas and models for multiple model control of pH. 

These regions are used in switching multiple model using 

output value as criterion of switching. These two models and 

their appropriate GPCI controllers are: 

Model ∶ � = � `w{#w;j.��& bw{#w;j.��&j.j��w;j.�^� j.j��w;j.�^�
�                                 (16) 

GPCI ∶  � = zy|i#1,1&, � = zy|i#°��, 4&, �� = 50, �> = 8 

For 1
st
 model and the related controller,  a, b and q�� are           

-0.055, 0.053 and 8. For 2
nd

 model these are equals to -0.18, 

0.176 and 4. To smooth the reference inputs, we use yµ�#k& = �;·v�;·v Ref�#k&,   yµ4#k& = �;·{�;·{ Ref4#k&               (17) 

where �m� is desired reference input in pH channel, �m4 is 

desired reference input in level channel and �J��& �J�4 are 

step reference inputs in pH and level channels, respectively. I� and I4 for both of the controllers are 0.88 and 0.7 

respectively.  

As mentioned in section 2, in this paper new adaptive 

weighting matrices of GPCI is proposed. The procedure of 

adaptation is as bellow: 

• According to Identification tests, it is seen that both of 

the inputs have the same effect on level output. Also if 

we ignore the sign in pH output, then the effect of acid 

and base on pH will be nearly the same. With these 

observations, we can choose � = zy|i #1,1&. 

• If the GPCI designed correctly and according to the 

structure of multivariable pH process, then both of the 

outputs will be decoupled and each element of � 

matrices will influence the related output. Note that the 

weighting matrices are diagonal. 

• According to Fig. 5, we observed that the nonlinearity 

in level output is negligible, so a fixed value for this 

output is enough. With trial and error we find the proper 

value of °4 = 4 for � = zy|i#°�, °4&. 

• Finally, the only design parameter remained is °�. For 

each model, in each operating area, the best value of this 

parameter is found using step tracking tests in every 

operating point. The criterion is integrated absolute 

error (IAE) of pH. 

Fig. 7 shows the results of this adaptation for 1
st
 model. 

Parameters of performance index (7) of switching multiple 

model is I = 3, L = 1, N = 0.98, C = 8. 

 

Fig. 7.  Adaptive weighting matrices in GPCI. 

In weighting multiple model method, one choice for fuzzy 

weights is using the value of output. According to titration 

curve of Fig.4, in area that process has high gain, the weight 

of low speed controller, model2, must be more than the other 

one, and in an area that process has low gain, the weight of 

high speed controller, model1, should be more than the other 

one. Finally in medium gain area the weight of both 

controllers should be near to each other. These simple rules 

can be expressed as Fig. 8 where, W1 is the weight of Model1 

and W2 is the weight of 2
nd

 Model. 
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1
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Fig. 8.  Fuzzy weights for multiple model method. 

The proposed methods are tested for the described MIMO pH 

neutralization process. Two tracking tests, small set point 

changes and large set point changes and a buffer disturbance 

rejection are supposed. In predictive control by using future 

programmed set point, delay could be compensated. It means 

that, as we know the exact value of delay in this system, we 

can give the reference input three samples in advance. One 

sample time is for zero order hold. To evaluate the effect of 

adaptive weighting matrices, we suppose the response of 

model1 in adaptive and non adaptive case. Fig. 9 shows the 

results of tracking test with small changes. It shows that in 
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adaptive case, the performance of tracking in different areas 

is more better than non adaptive one. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Tracking test, single model1, adaptive and 

nonadaptive case. 

For easier dealing with these methods, we use output value 

for both switching multiple model and weighted multiple 

model. Also, only adaptive responses are presented in figures, 

however the results of all of the methods are compared with 

each other in Tables 1. In this table sum of square error 

(SSE), sum of absolute error (SAE) and persentage absolute 

error (PAE) are used to compare different methods. The 

response of level channel in all methods is good and no 

difference is notable, so in following figures only we show 

pH response, acide and base inputs also omitted to deal easier 

with figures. Fig. 10 shows the response of multiple model 

methods in adaptive case for tracking small changes in 

setpoint. It is shown that weighted method has better 

performance, also adaptive case has better performance than 

non adaptive case for each method. The results in Table. 1 

show that weighted method in adaptive case has the best 

performance. 

 

Fig. 10. Tracking test, small changes in set-point, adaptive 

case. 

Fig. 11 shows the results of tracking tests with large set point 

changes. Again, weighted method in adaptive case has the 

better performance. Adaptive case in all of the methods has  

better performance than non adaptive case as depicted from 

Table. 1. 

 

Fig. 11. Tracking test, large changes in set-point, adaptive 

case. 

To evaluate the buffer disturbance rejection quality of the 

proposed methods, two buffer disturbances are added and the 

response curves are shown in Fig. 12. The controller's task 

was to maintain the level at 17cm and pH at 7 despite these 

unmeasured buffer disturbances. Buffer changes from 0.55 

ml/s to 0.55 0.5×  ml/s at sample time 200 and then changes 

to 0.55 1.5×  ml/s at sample time 300. In this case, multiple 

model method with adaptive weighting matrices has the best 

performance. Also again adaptive controller has better 

performance than non adaptive controller for all of the 

methods. In Table. 1 performance measure are presented for 

all of the methods during buffer disturbance rejection. As a 

conclusion, we can say that adaptive weighting matrices 

improve the performance of controller in all of the methods. 

This is true also for single model controller, for both tracking 

and disturbance rejection. In tracking, weighted multiple 
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model has the best performance and in disturbance rejection, 

switching multiple model has the best performance. 

 

Fig. 12. Buffer disturbance rejection test, adaptive case. 

TABLE1. COMPARISON OF THE METHODS, PH CHANNEL 

Test Method SSE SAE PAE (%) 

T
ra

ck
in

g
 w

it
h

 s
m

al
l 

ch
an

g
es

 i
n

 s
et

-p
o
in

t 

Single Model1, Non Adaptive 60.12 97.80 12.98 

Single Model1, Adaptive 7.87 36.18 5.12 

Single Model2, Non Adaptive 18.53 56.40 7.90 

Single Model2, Adaptive 12.04 41.84 5.89 

Switch, Non Adaptive 8.34 30.45 4.29 

Switch, Adaptive 4.26 20.60 2.96 

Multiple Model, Non Adaptive 8.80 32.49 4.78 

Multiple Model, Adaptive 4.66 22.31 3.35 

Weight, Non Adaptive 6.75 27.44 3.94 

Weight, Adaptive 3.59 19.27 2.82 

T
ra

ck
in

g
 w

it
h

 l
ar

g
e 

ch
an

g
es

 i
n

 s
et

-p
o
in

t 

Single Model1, Non Adaptive 59.26 57.56 8.77 

Single Model1, Adaptive 44.32 40.70 5.95 

Single Model2, Non Adaptive 188 142.7 20.76 

Single Model2, Adaptive 120.9 102.8 14.92 

Switch, Non Adaptive 68.42 61.62 9.12 

Switch, Adaptive 37.41 38.77 5.68 

Multiple Model, Non Adaptive 65.80 60.22 9.03 

Multiple Model, Adaptive 38.29 39.11 5.78 

Weight, Non Adaptive 67.07 60.07 9.03 

Weight, Adaptive 37.15 38.14 5.58 

B
u

ff
er

 d
is

tu
rb

an
ce

 r
ej

ec
ti

o
n

 

te
st

 

Single Model1, Non Adaptive 0.59 5.86 0.84 

Single Model1, Adaptive 0.56 5.53 0.79 

Single Model2, Non Adaptive 1.60 11.40 1.63 

Single Model2, Adaptive 1.30 9.79 1.40 

Switch, Non Adaptive 0.59 5.86 0.84 

Switch, Adaptive 0.56 5.53 0.79 

Multiple Model, Non Adaptive 0.59 5.84 0.83 

Multiple Model, Adaptive 0.56 5.48 0.78 

Weight, Non Adaptive 0.77 6.62 0.95 

Weight, Adaptive 0.72 6.24 0.89 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A new method for improving the performance of predictive 

controller proposed in this paper. It is using adaptive 

weighting matrices in cost function of predictive control. This 

method is used together with multiple model methods to 

achieve the best performance of predictive control in dealing 

with highly nonlinear systems. All proposed methods are 

tested in a multivariable pH process model which is a highly 

nonlinear process. Results show that weighted multiple 

model method with adaptive weighting matrices has the best 

performance in tracking control, and switching method 

controller presents the best results in disturbance rejection 

control. 
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